Can Rescaling Dose of Dialysis to Body Surface Area in the HEMO Study Explain the Different Responses to Dose in Women versus Men?
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Background and objectives: In the Hemodialysis (HEMO) Study, the lower death rate in women but not in men assigned to the higher dose (Kt/V) could have resulted from use of “V” as the normalizing factor, since women have a lower anthropometric V per unit of surface area (V/SA) than men.

Design, setting, participants, & measurements: The effect of Kt/V on mortality was re-examined after normalizing for surface area and expressing dose as surface area normalized standard Kt/V (SAn-stdKt/V).

Results: Both men and women in the high-dose group received approximately 16% more dialysis (when expressed as SAn-stdKt/V) than the controls. SAn-stdKt/V clustered into three levels: 2.14/wk for conventional dose women, 2.44/wk for conventional dose men or 2.46/wk for high-dose women, and 2.80/wk for high-dose men. V/SA was associated with the effect of dose assignment on the risk of death; above 20 L/m², the mortality hazard ratio = 1.23 (0.99 to 1.53); below 20 L/m², hazard ratio = 0.78 (0.65 to 0.95), P = 0.002. Within gender, V/SA did not modify the effect of dose on mortality.

Conclusions: When normalized to body surface area rather than V, the dose of dialysis in women in the HEMO Study was substantially lower than in men. The lowest surface-area-normalized dose was received by women randomized to the conventional dose arm, possibly explaining the sex-specific response to dialysis dose. Results are consistent with the hypothesis that when dialysis dose is expressed as Kt/V, women, due to their lower V/SA ratio, require a higher amount than men.


The National Institutes of Health (NIH)-sponsored Hemodialysis (HEMO) Study used a randomized factorial design to assess mortality, hospitalization, and a number of secondary outcomes in hemodialysis patients as a function of dose, targeted as an equilibrated eKt/V of 1.05 versus 1.45, and dialyzer membrane flux (1). The primary results demonstrated no significant overall effect of dose (2) on mortality or hospitalizations in the full study cohort. In a subgroup analysis, women randomized to the “conventional” (lower) dose had a higher mortality rate than women randomized to the higher dose (3). Because there was an opposite trend toward higher mortality in men randomized to the higher dose, the overall difference in mortality by dose was not statistically significant (3).

The HEMO Study investigators have been cautious in interpreting the gender-dependent results due to the risk of a type I error (false positive result) and other limitations of subgroup analyses. Gender was one of seven prespecified factors considered for subgroup analyses, so after statistical adjustments were made for multiple comparisons, neither the dose effect in women nor the interaction characterizing the difference in the dose effects between women and men reached statistical significance (4). Several observational studies published during the conduct of the HEMO Study and subsequently (5,6) suggested that the association between dose expressed as session Kt/V and mortality might indeed be different among women and men. However, interpretation of the observational study results is complicated by the demonstration within the HEMO Study of substantial bias in the relationship between achieved dose and mortality, with the further complication that this bias appears to have been stronger in women than in men (7).

Loverie et al. objected to normalizing Kt by V and initially suggested giving the same dialysis dose, expressed as Kt, to all patients (8). They later modified this approach to suggest that a more appropriate denominator for dialysis dose should be body surface area (9). Rescaling dose to body surface area is not straightforward, because the measured predialysis and postdialysis blood urea nitrogen (BUN) values are directly translated to the urea elimination constant (K/V) by mathematical modeling. Extracting V from this ratio requires knowledge of K (10). We previously proposed a method of rescaling the normalized clearance (Kt/V), based on the average ratio of anthropometric...
volume (Vant) to body surface area (SA) in men and women based on age, height, and weight, and also suggested applying this rescaling factor to the standard Kt/V (stdKt/V) in population studies (11). The purpose of the present study was to re-examine the gender effect on dose response in the HEMO Study using dose rescaled to surface area instead of V using the method previously described.

Materials and Methods

Patients and Study Design

Details of the study design and the characteristics of the 1846 randomized patients in the HEMO Study have been reported and are briefly summarized (1,2,4). Patients 18 to 80 years of age who had been hemodialysis-dependent for at least 3 months with less than 1.5 ml/min per 35 L of residual urea clearance were enrolled between 1995 and 2000 and followed for up to 6.6 years, with a mean follow-up of 2.84 years. Patients from 72 dialysis units affiliated with 15 clinical centers were randomized with equal allocation under a 2 factorial design to target equilibrated single pool Kt/V (ekt/V) levels of 1.05 or 1.45 and to low or high flux membranes. To qualify for randomization, each patient had to achieve an ek/V ≥ 1.30 within 45 hours of treatment during the baseline period, resulting in the exclusion of very large patients, so that 97% of randomized patients weighed less than 100 kg.

Computations

Throughout the conduct of the trial, ek/V was computed from the single-pool Kt/V (spKt/V) using the Daugirdas-Schneditz rate equation, ek/V = spKt/V − 0.6 K/V + 0.03 (12). This adjusts spKt/V based on the rate of dialysis (K/V). The spKt/V was determined from the pre- and postdialysis BUN using the two-BUN method (10,13). The purpose of the present study was to re-examine the gender effect on dose response in the HEMO Study using dose rescaled to surface area instead of V using the method previously described.

Cohorts for Data Analysis

Two different patient cohorts were used. The first cohort, which was used to characterize the distributions of San-stdKt/V and other measures of dialysis dose, consisted of 1621 of the 1846 randomized patients without above-the-foot amputations who had at least 5 months of valid kinetic modeling data after randomization. Results of individual kinetic modeling sessions were regarded as invalid and excluded from analyses if interruption time exceeded 15 min (2.4% of sessions) or if the pre- and post-BUNs exhibited extreme errors (2.5% of sessions). The second cohort consisted of 1765 randomized nonamputees, including all 1621 patients in the first cohort, and was used in analyses relating mortality to the dose intervention and baseline factors.

Analyses of Dialysis Dose Distributions

Each of the six dialysis dose measures were first averaged over the first 12 months of follow-up for each of the 1621 patients in the dialysis dose cohort. A 12-month period was selected for computation of average dose levels because 12 modeling sessions were sufficient to reduce variations associated with measurement error in modeled volume, but not so long as to incur large systematic within-subject changes in weight or modeled volume.

The distributions of the averaged dose measurements were then compared between males and females who were assigned to the standard and high-dose groups using standard descriptive statistics and displayed using nonparametric kernel density curves (21). Summaries exclude residual renal urea clearance, which by design was small in HEMO Study subjects (<1.5 ml/min at entry).

We used three different approaches to calculate surface-area-normalized stdKt/V (SAN-stdKt/V). In the first approach, an anthropometric estimate of V (VWatson) was computed using the equation of Watson et al. (18), and SAN was estimated by the equation of Dubois and Dubois (19). An estimate of SAN-stdKt/V was computed by multiplying stdKt/V by the ratio V/SA divided by 20, as described previously (11). In the second approach, we corrected Watson V to more precisely estimate the modeled urea volume under the conditions of the HEMO Study by applying a regression equation developed from HEMO Study baseline data to relate modeled volume to Watson V, gender, age, race, and diabetic status (20).

The resulting estimate was VHEMO = 0.824 × VWatson × (1 + 0.033 [if diabetic]) × (1 + 0.033 [if female]) × (1 + 0.043 [if black]) × (1 − 0.002 × [(Age − 50)/10]) [if male]) × (1 − 0.015 × [(Age − 50)/10]) [if female]). The use of VHEMO in place of VWatson accounts for race and diabetic status in addition to a lower value for modeled V in comparison to Watson V (20). In this second approach, the estimate of surface-area-normalized stdKt/V (SAN-stdKt/V) was computed by multiplying stdKt/V by (VHEMO/SA)/17.2, where 17.2 was the average of the population mean values for VHEMO in men and in women. In the third approach, the mean modeled volume (Vave-modeled) was obtained as the average of the 4-month running mean modeled volumes over a designated period (see Data Analyses section), where the 4-month running mean volumes excluded outlying measurements if the coefficient of variation exceeded 10% (7). In this third approach, the estimate of SAN-stdKt/V was computed by multiplying stdKt/V by [(Vave-modeled)/SAave]/17.8, where SAave denotes the average body surface area over the same period that was used to compute Vave-modeled, and 17.8 was the average value of the mean volumes for Vave-modeled/SAave in men and in women. Altogether, this report examines a total of six different measures of dialysis dose: ek/V per dialysis session, weekly stdKt/V, SAN-ek/V (defined as ek/V × [VWatson/SA])/20, and the three calculations of SAN-stdKt/V as described above.
based on averages over each patient’s full follow-up period gave results similar to those based on the 12-month averages and are not shown.

Analyses of Mortality

Analyses of mortality were performed using methods similar to those we reported previously describing the effect modification (interaction) by gender on the dose-mortality relation (3). The interaction between the dose and gender herein refers to the difference between the effects of the dose intervention in females compared with males.

In the primary analysis of the full HEMO Study cohort, the effects of the dose and flux interventions on mortality were tested using Cox regression with stratification for center and controlling for seven prespecified baseline factors: Age, gender, race, years on dialysis, diabetes, modified index of coexisting disease (ICED) (22), and serum albumin, plus the interaction of baseline serum albumin with follow-up time (1,2). In this report, the question of whether the previously reported dose times gender interaction on mortality might be related to the normalization of dose by V instead of SA was explored by expanding the primary Cox regression model by adding interaction terms to model separate hazard ratios for the dose effect within subgroups defined by gender and/or the ratio of Watson volume to body surface area (V_{Watson}/SA) at baseline. The expanded Cox regressions were stratified by the subgroups under investigation to account for possible differences in the baseline hazard function between the subgroups. The interaction between dose assignment and baseline V_{Watson}/SA as a continuous variable was tested by adding a product term between baseline V_{Watson}/SA and dose assignment to the primary Cox regression analysis.

Due to evidence of large biases from uncontrolled confounding in analyses relating achieved dose and mortality (7), all analyses of the dose effect are based on comparisons of the randomized dose groups rather than on the achieved levels of eKt/V or alternative dose measures. All P values are two-sided without adjustment for multiple comparisons.

Results

Dialysis Dose Distributions

The baseline demographic characteristics of subjects in the HEMO study have been previously described (2,3,13) and are not be repeated here. The mean levels of selected anthropometric and modeling parameters over the first 12 months of follow-up are summarized for the 1621 subjects of the dialysis dose cohort in Table 1.

The women were lighter than the men, shorter in stature, had lower estimated values for body water and for body surface area, and had a markedly lower ratio of Vant/SA (where Vant was the Watson estimate).

The distributions of six dialysis dose measures are summarized in Table 2 and in Figure 1, A through F. As shown in Figure 1A and the first row of Table 2, the mean eKt/V was slightly higher for women than for men in both dose groups, but the percent separation in the mean eKt/V between dose groups was similar (32% to 33%) for both men and women. A similar pattern was seen when dose was expressed as stdKt/V (Figure 1B), except that the separation in mean dose was reduced to 18.5% for women and 14.9% for men. When expressed as SAn-stdKt/V (Figure 1C), dose levels fell into four groups ranked low to high as conventional dose women, conventional dose men, high-dose women, and high-dose men, with dose increments of 12% to 17% between the successive groups. When expressed as SAn-stdKt/V calculated using V_{Watson}/SA (Figure 1D), the SAn-stdKt/V of the high-dose women and conventional dose men were roughly the same, with SAn-stdKt/V doses being roughly 15% lower in conventional dose women and 15% higher in conventional dose men. Somewhat similar patterns were observed when SAn-stdKt/V was computed using the HEMO Study estimate of V (V_{HEMO}/SA) as shown in Figure 1E. Results were also similar when SAn-stdKt/V was computed using V_{ave-modeled}/SA_{ave} (Figure 1F), but in this case the mean dose was slightly (2% to 4%) higher in high-dose women than conventional-dose men.

Analyses of Mortality

As described in the Materials and methods section, if the effect modification by gender on the dose-mortality relation in the HEMO Study resulted from scaling of dialysis dose by V instead of S, we should expect to see a related interaction, with a greater reduction in mortality by the high-dose intervention among patients with lower levels of Vant/SA than among patients with higher levels of Vant/SA.

Reflecting the inclusion of gender in the Watson formula for Vant, Figure 2 shows that baseline Vant/SA was strongly associated with mortality by the high-dose intervention among patients with lower levels of V_{Watson}/SA than among patients with higher levels of V_{Watson}/SA. A similar pattern was seen when dose was expressed as stdKt/V (Figure 3A), with median V_{Watson}/SA equal to 18.6 in women versus 21.6 in men. A cutoff of 19.8 L/m² optimally discriminated between the genders (Table 3), separating subjects by gender in 1722 (97.6%) of the 1765 subjects.

Table 1. Anthropometric body size measures and modeled volumes in men and women randomized to the conventional and high dose groups (mean ± SD)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>“Conventional” Dose Arm</th>
<th>High-Dose Arm</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Women (n = 446)</td>
<td>Men (n = 369)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Postdialysis weight (kg)</td>
<td>67.3 ± 15.3</td>
<td>73.4 ± 13.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Height (cm)</td>
<td>160 ± 7</td>
<td>171 ± 76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surface area (SA, m²)</td>
<td>1.69 ± 0.19</td>
<td>1.85 ± 0.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Watson V (V_{Watson})</td>
<td>31.5 ± 4.1</td>
<td>40.0 ± 5.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V_{modeled}/V_{Watson}</td>
<td>0.90 ± 0.10</td>
<td>0.88 ± 0.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vant/SA (L/m²)</td>
<td>18.6 ± 0.4</td>
<td>21.6 ± 1.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

V_{modeled}, two-pool modeled volume using urea kinetics. Values are averages over the first 12 months of follow-up.
As reported previously (3), there was significant effect modification by gender when considering volume-normalized dose; in this cohort of 1765 patients, high-dose therapy was associated with a 20% lower mortality in women and an 18% higher mortality in men (interaction $P_{/H11005} = 0.009$). As would be expected, when the analysis was repeated versus $V_{Watson/SA}$ divided into two groups maximally aligned with gender, the results were similar, with an interaction $P$ value of 0.002. However, there was no evidence that the dose effect varied by $V_{Watson/SA}$ within men or within women; although variation of $V_{Watson/SA}$ within gender was small, limiting statistical power. When $V_{Watson/SA}$ was divided into four groups (Table 1), there was no discernable difference in mortality risk between the two lower groups nor between the two higher groups. However, due to the differences in the hazard ratios between the two lower and two higher $V_{Watson/SA}$ groups, the inter-

Table 2. Separation (increase) in dialysis dose when compared to women assigned to the conventional dose group

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dose Measure</th>
<th>Women (Mean)</th>
<th>Men (Mean)</th>
<th>%Δ of Mean Dose versus Women Assigned to Conventional Dose</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Conventional</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Conventional</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$eKt/V$</td>
<td>1.170</td>
<td>1.549</td>
<td>1.138</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>std$Kt/V$</td>
<td>2.230</td>
<td>2.643</td>
<td>2.264</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAn-$eKt/V$</td>
<td>1.087</td>
<td>1.440</td>
<td>1.228</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAn-std$Kt/V$ (V$_{Watson}$)</td>
<td>2.136</td>
<td>2.457</td>
<td>2.442</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAn-std$Kt/V$ (V$_{HEMO}$)</td>
<td>2.163</td>
<td>2.489</td>
<td>2.438</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAn-std$Kt/V$ (modeled V)</td>
<td>2.162</td>
<td>2.500</td>
<td>2.410</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Shown are mean levels of dose indices averaged over the first 12 months of follow-up, and the percent differences in the mean indices between subgroups defined by gender and dose group. $eKt/V$, equilibrated $Kt/V$; std$Kt/V$, standard $Kt/V$ computed with a variable volume model; SAn-$eKt/V$, $eKt/V$ multiplied by $(V_{Watson/SA})/(population mean value of V_{Watson/SA})$; SAn-std$Kt/V$ is the standard $Kt/V$ value multiplied by $(V/SA)/(population mean value for V/SA)$, where $V$ is computed either as the anthropometric Watson $V$, the anthropometric $V$ according to the HEMO equation, or the kinetically modeled two-pool $V$.

As reported previously (3), there was significant effect modification by gender when considering volume-normalized dose; in this cohort of 1765 patients, high-dose therapy was associated with a 20% lower mortality in women and an 18% higher mortality in men (interaction $P = 0.009$). As would be expected, when the analysis was repeated versus $V_{Watson/SA}$ divided into two groups maximally aligned with gender, the results were similar, with an interaction $P$ value of 0.002. However, there was no evidence that the dose effect varied by $V_{Watson/SA}$ within men or within women; although variation of $V_{Watson/SA}$ within gender was small, limiting statistical power. When $V_{Watson/SA}$ was divided into four groups (Table 1), there was no discernable difference in mortality risk between the two lower groups nor between the two higher groups. However, due to the differences in the hazard ratios between the two lower and two higher $V_{Watson/SA}$ groups, the inter-

Figure 1. (A) Equilibrated $Kt/V$ ($eKt/V$) in the conventional and high-dose HEMO Study subjects by gender. Frequency density values shown represent nonparametric kernel density curves (21). (B) std$Kt/V$ in the conventional and high-dose HEMO Study subjects by gender. (C) SAn-$eKt/V$ (surface-area-normalized equilibrated $Kt/V$) in the conventional and high-dose HEMO Study subjects by gender. Normalization was using the $V_{Watson/SA}$ ratio. (D) SAn-std$Kt/V$ (surface-area-normalized standard $Kt/V$) in the conventional and high-dose HEMO Study subjects by gender, where the $V/SA$ adjustment was based on Watson anthropometric $V$. (E) SAn-std$Kt/V$ in the conventional and high-dose HEMO Study subjects by gender, where the $V/SA$ adjustment was based on the HEMO Study approximation for anthropometric $V$. (F) SAn-std$Kt/V$ (surface-area-normalized standard $Kt/V$) in the conventional and high-dose HEMO Study subjects by gender where the $V/SA$ adjustment was based on average modeled $V$. 

As reported previously (3), there was significant effect modification by gender when considering volume-normalized dose; in this cohort of 1765 patients, high-dose therapy was associated with a 20% lower mortality in women and an 18% higher mortality in men (interaction $P = 0.009$). As would be expected, when the analysis was repeated versus $V_{Watson/SA}$ divided into two groups maximally aligned with gender, the results were similar, with an interaction $P$ value of 0.002. However, there was no evidence that the dose effect varied by $V_{Watson/SA}$ within men or within women; although variation of $V_{Watson/SA}$ within gender was small, limiting statistical power. When $V_{Watson/SA}$ was divided into four groups (Table 1), there was no discernable difference in mortality risk between the two lower groups nor between the two higher groups. However, due to the differences in the hazard ratios between the two lower and two higher $V_{Watson/SA}$ groups, the inter-
action between dose and $V_{Watson}/SA$ remained nominally significant when $V_{Watson}/SA$ was divided into the four groups of Table 4 ($P = 0.024$) and when $V_{Watson}/SA$ was treated as a continuous variable ($P = 0.026$). Similar results were obtained for the interaction of dose group with Vant/SA when Vant was computed using the HEMO Study adjustment to the Watson formula (data not shown).

Discussion

When the HEMO study was designed, V was used to normalize dialysis dose, and the dose intervention was carefully formulated to administer the same dose of dialysis to subjects in a given arm, regardless of gender. Our results, and those published previously, show that the original design was followed closely (2,3,7). The separation in mean dose based on eKt/V, the primary dose measure, amounted to 33% (2), and was similar among men and women (Table 2). After the HEMO study was well underway, Keshaviah (23) and Gotch (24,25) proposed a new concept of measuring the dose of dialysis using a continuous equivalent clearance, defined by Keshaviah as the weekly solute removal index, and by Gotch as standard Kt/V (stdKt/V). We recalculated the HEMO dose in the two dosing arms by gender using this new continuous measure of dialysis adequacy, with a modification to account for ultrafiltration using two-pool modeling (16,17). Our results indicate that separation between the two arms was cut in half when viewed using stdKt/V instead of eKt/V, i.e., from about 33% to 16% to 17%. While it is possible that a higher dialysis dose is in fact not

---

**Table 3. Cross-classification of Vant/SA category by gender**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Vant/SA ($L/m^2$)</th>
<th>Females</th>
<th>Males</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$&lt; 19.8$</td>
<td>968</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\geq 19.8$</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>754</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 4. Dose assignment: Mortality risk interactions with gender and with Vant/SA as a categorical variable ($n=1765$)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Vant/SA ($L/m^2$)</th>
<th>Women</th>
<th>Men</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$&lt; 18.50$</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td>0.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$18.50$ to $19.8$</td>
<td>0.80</td>
<td>1.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$19.8$ to $21.55$</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>0.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$21.55$</td>
<td>0.99</td>
<td>0.84</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Interaction $P$ value: 0.009

---

**Figure 2.** Distribution histograms of baseline Vant/SA ($Vant = V_{Watson} V$) in men (top panel) and women (lower panel) in 1765 HEMO study subjects without above-the-foot amputations.
superior to a conventional dose, the overall lack of a dose effect in the HEMO study might also be explained by the relatively small separation in stdKt/V achieved between the two dose groups. The limited separation between the conventional and high-dose groups was on the one hand a consequence of the necessity of meeting national guidelines for minimum dose levels (URR \( \geq 65\% \) or single pool KT/V > 1.2) in the conventional dose group, and on the other hand the infeasibility of extending treatments in the high-dose group substantially beyond 4.5 hours under the three times per week dialysis schedules used in the United States during the period of the trial. To achieve larger increments in stdKt/V requires either a marked prolongation of the dialysis session length or increased frequency of dialysis, as is being tested in the Frequent Hemodialysis Network randomized controlled trials (26). Regardless, the separation between dosing arms in the HEMO Study were similar among men and the women when analyzed in terms of stdKt/V. Thus, changing the dose expression from eKt/V to stdKt/V alone cannot explain the statistically significant (and potentially clinically important) effect modification by gender on the dose-mortality relation.

As we explored the dose by gender interaction, we needed to reconsider the method by which dialysis dose was normalized. The concept of normalizing dialysis dose to urea distribution volume, which is similar to that of total body water, has been well established, since dialysis dosing based on urea kinetic modeling was initiated with post hoc analyses of the National Cooperative Dialysis Study 25 years ago (27). This approach is valid if the generation of urea is proportional to the urea distribution volume and if urea is to be the marker for uremic toxins. However, if one examines the native GFR as measured by iothalamate clearance in potential kidney donors, GFR divided by SA is similar in the two genders, whereas GFR divided by anthropometric (Watson) volume (Vant) is not (28). Women have a lower Vant/SA ratio than men, since they have relatively less water-rich muscle mass and relatively more water-poor adipose mass. We previously examined the Vant/SA ratio in the HEMO study subjects during the baseline period and found that Vant/SA was quite different among women and men, being lower than 20 L/m² in most women, and higher than this value in almost all men (11). It is difficult to rescale dialysis dose directly, since what one measures, via the urea reduction ratio, is Kt scaled to V. However, multiplying Kt/V by Vant/SA yields a value that is effectively Kt/SA. This value can then be normalized to a Vant/SA ratio that is the average of that in men and women (11). We used this approach to compute a “surface-area-normalized” value of stdKt/V (SAn-stdKt/V). If this alternative normalization in terms of body surface area were a valid construct, it would be clear that female subjects in the HEMO study, within both conventional and high-dose arms, received less dialysis than did male subjects.

So how might invoking surface-area-normalization of the stdKt/V explain the previously reported effect modification by gender on the dose-mortality relation (3)? Although SAn-stdKt/V was lower in the women than in the men in both dosing arms, the separations between stdKt/V and SAn-stdKt/V in the two dose groups by gender were almost identical. However, the mean values for SAn-stdKt/V segregated into three ranges (Table 2 and Figure 1, D through F). Women assigned to the conventional eKt/V group had a mean SAn-stdKt/V of 2.14. The women in the high-dose group and the men in the conventional-dose group formed the second range of values, with mean SAn-stdKt/V values of 2.46 and 2.44, respectively. Finally, men assigned to the high-dose group had a mean SAn-stdKt/V of 2.80. Even though the SAn-doses segregated in this fashion, if the relationship between SAn-stdKt/V and mortality were linear in the range of 2.1 to 2.8, one could still not explain a difference in dose-mortality effect between men and women. However, if one were to postulate a breakpoint in the relation between SAn-stdKt/V and mortality somewhere in the range of SAn-stdKt/V = 2.5, it is conceivable that even although the separation in SAn-stdKt/V in men and women was similar in the HEMO study, the women may have been on a steeper portion of the dose versus mortality curve. We believe this to be a reasonable conjecture; we know for certain that the dose-mortality curve must be nonlinear, as when stdKt/V approaches zero, the mortality risk must be extremely high.

It is important to keep in mind that the above explanation for the dose effect in females was developed in a post hoc fashion, after examination of the data, and that it requires positing not only that the dose should be normalized by SA (or a related measure) rather than V but also that the dose-response relationship might exhibit a nonlinear break point at or around a SAn-stdKt/V of 2.5, intermediate between women on the conventional dose and the remaining HEMO Study patients. Furthermore, it fails to explain one important point: When comparing the mortality risk in men randomized to the conventional versus the high-dose arms, the men in the high-dose arm did not have a slightly reduced mortality risk; in fact, their risk was increased, albeit not significantly (\( P = 0.16 \)). Finally, while the subgroup analysis by gender was prespecified, it was one of seven such analyses, and this exercise could reflect a reanalysis of a false positive result. Given its magnitude and clinical importance, however, we felt compelled to explore it further.

In our previously reported analysis of the interaction of dose with gender in the HEMO trial (3), we applied multivariable models in an attempt to determine whether the dose by gender interaction could be explained by differences in size measures among women and men. Unfortunately, the power of our analyses to disentangle gender and body size was limited, first by the usual power constraints for detecting interactions within a single trial (29) and second by strong correlations among gender and body size parameters, such as height, weight, and the derived body surface area and body mass index (a problem of multicollinearity). Thus, it is not surprising that our analyses adjusted for gender and body size provided no evidence of stronger dose effects in patients with smaller size parameters once the differential dose effects with gender were taken into account. What was surprising, given the low statistical power, was that the dose by gender interaction persisted after control-
ling for the interactions of dose with several of the size parameters, including body surface area (3).

We confronted a similar issue in the present study, as gender accounted for nearly 80% of the variation in baseline Vant/SA, and essentially all of the patients with VWatson/SA below 20 were women, and almost all with VWatson/SA above 20 were men. Thus, as would be expected, when VWatson/SA was dichotomized into values less than or greater than 19.8, we obtained similar results irrespective of whether we analyzed by gender or by dichotomized Vant/SA. Similar to the other size parameters evaluated previously, we also found no significant dose effect among men with smaller Vant/SA compared with men with larger Vant/SA, nor among women with smaller Vant/SA compared with women with larger Vant/SA. However, because the ranges of Vant/SA within men and within women were so narrow, the power to detect differences by size within gender was extremely low. Because gender is itself included in the calculation of Vant, we made no attempt to determine if the dose by gender interaction persisted after accounting for the interaction of dose with Vant/SA.

In summary, the evidence from the HEMO Study suggesting a dose by gender interaction, the strong interdependence of gender with Vant/SA, and the lower levels of achieved SA stdKt/V for women assigned to the conventional dose compared with other HEMO Study subjects are together consistent with a hypothesis of a nonlinear dose-response between SA stdKt/V and mortality with a threshold around 2.5. However, due to the collinearity between gender and Vant/SA, analyses of mortality in HEMO Study cannot provide further corroboration for this hypothesis beyond that implicit in the dose by gender interaction itself.

If one considers dosing dialysis normalized by body surface area, why not dose by Kt/SA directly instead of multiplying Kt/V by Vant/SA? To answer this question, one needs to recall the substantial errors in Kt/V that can occur when Kt/V is derived from the urea reduction ratio and estimates of dialyzer clearance and treatment time. In situations where the modeled V can be determined reliably, adjusting by Vmodeled/SA, which is similar to computing Kt/SA directly, is theoretically feasible. However, large errors in single estimates of modeled V are common with modeling technology as it exists today. Similarly, underestimation or overestimation of true V by Vant is common and substantial when applied to individual patients. Given these limitations, marked departures from current dialysis dosing standards should be done with caution, especially when V/SA in a given patient departs by more than 10% to 15% from the population mean value for whatever measure of V and SA are being utilized.

If one does consider SAn-stdKt/V as a new candidate for minimum dialysis dose, at what level should the minimum value be set? The current KDOQI standards set a minimum of stdKt/V of 2.0 (30). This was based on equivalency to a three per week schedule with a minimum single pool Kt/V of about 1.2, when stdKt/V was estimated using the simplified, fixed-volume equation listed above as Equation 1 (30). When stdKt/V is computed using variable-volume formal modeling, as we have done in this study, the dose of stdKt/V is about 6% to 7% higher than determined by the fixed-volume simplified Equation 1, due to volume removal (16,17). Therefore, the corresponding minimum stdKt/V target using formal kinetics should be about 7% higher, 2.15 instead of 2.0. By how much, on average, might one recommend that this minimum, formally calculated stdKt/V target of 2.15 be increased in women? The amount of increase may depend somewhat on what method is used to estimate V in the V/SA calculation. If the Watson V is used, the median Vant/SA ratio for women (18.5) is about 8% lower than the population mean for both sexes (approximately 20), and so for women, the minimum target stdKt/V would need to be on average about 8% higher. To effect an 8% increase in stdKt/V (e.g., from 2.15 to 2.32) with a three per week dialysis schedule, a proportionately larger change in the session single-pool Kt/V is required. As a rough guide, the spKt/V would need to be approximately 1.40 instead of 1.20, and the minimum urea reduction ratio for women would need to be about 70% instead of 65%. However, the approach of correcting the VWatson/SA ratio to the population mean, which is 20 (Figure 2), implies that the dose in men, in whom VWatson/SA averages 21.5, could be reduced by 8%, with the thought that men have more muscle, which contributes relatively little to body surface area and therefore to the need for dialysis. The reduced risk of mortality associated with larger muscle mass in dialysis patients is usually attributed to better nutrition, but it is also possible that muscle metabolism might have a detoxifying effect on certain uremic retention solutes, e.g., amino acid derivatives. However, in the absence of reliable outcomes data, recommending less dialysis for men would certainly be premature. An alternative, more aggressive approach would be to leave the minimum suggested dose in men where it stands and to increase the minimum average stdKt/V target in women by 16%, bringing the women up to the same surface-area-normalized targets that are currently recommended for men, given that the VWatson/SA ratio in mean (21.5) is 16% greater than the 18.5 mean ratio in women. The second approach would require, for women, an average minimum stdKt/V of 2.15 × 1.16 = 2.49, which would translate into a minimum three per week session spKt/V of about 1.60, and a minimum URR target close to 75%. Identifying the minimum acceptable dialysis dose for either gender remains difficult due to the problem with dose targeting bias (7), which confounds interpretation of data that we have in abundance from observational studies.

In the present analysis, the dose-mortality effect was not affected by V/SA within each gender. The presumed explanation was the fact that V/SA was markedly collinear with gender in the HEMO population, and also, the fact that the range of V/SA was so restricted within each gender, and particularly, in women (Figure 2). Thus, the data do not allow us to choose between two equally plausible explanations for the apparent gender effect on the dose-mortality interaction: (1) it’s all about gender and (2) it’s not about gender, but all about renormalization of dose to SA. It ultimately will be important to solve this issue, since the implications of these two alternatives for more correctly targeting dialysis dose are different. If it’s about renormalization to SA using V/SA, then not only gender, but also patient size factors into target dialysis dose, given that
in smaller patients, the ratio of V/SA tends to decrease (11,28,31,32). This means that smaller patients would need relatively greater dialysis doses when dose is expressed as Kt/V. Also, a V/SA explanation also suggests that dialysis dose would need to be markedly increased in children, in whom V/SA is markedly reduced (33).

In conclusion, if the doses of dialysis in the HEMO Study are rescaled to body surface area, the two target doses based on urea distribution volume separate out into three distinct surface-area-normalized groups, with the women randomized to the conventional dose arm making up the group receiving the least amount of dialysis. Denominators of dialysis dose other than V may potentially change the way an adequate dose of dialysis is defined. Rescaling dialysis dose to body surface area would require significantly higher targets for women as well as for smaller patients.
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